To
The Director General of Training
Apprenticeship,
New Delhi
Subject - Result processed with incorrect marks ( Practical Engineering).
Sir/Madam,
I want to state that I am Subhrajit Ghosh, Registration no.- A02174 6622, an Ex- Trade
Apprentice of Lakhanpur OCP, Lakhanpur Area, MCL, on 21st september 2020, I have
appeared for the AITT 110 Exam, whose result was declared on 17th Dec 2020. But
due to the negligence of the establishment, the result has been processed with
incorrect marks. Instead of giving marks out of 300( marks of Practical Engineering),
the establishment has given marks out of 50. Due to this the overall result of my AITT
110 examination is Fail. Whereas, I have successfully passed the Trade Theory Paper.
After 12 days (on 29th Dec, 2020) of declaration of result, the establishment has
released a Provisional Marks Report as to safeguard themselves from the mistake
they have made.
I have registered three complaints in the Grievance under the category of " Result
Processed with Incorrect Marks".
With reference to the complaint no.- GA0217466220001/0002/0003,
These are the remarks given by the Grievance Committee :1. That is the mistake of establishment, as result is declared, nothing can be done.
2. Once result are declared, no change in marks is allowed.
3. Once result are declared, no change in marks is allowed.
And No Action taken by Grievance Committee in any of the three grievances.
As the Grievance Committee is accepting the fact that the processing of result with
incorrect marks is the mistake of Establishment, then why they are not taking any
actions regarding the matter.
So, I am requesting you to take necessary action regarding this problem as soon as
possible, as it is creating a hindrance in my future career opportunities.
Here I am enclosing the supporting documents :1. Practical engineering marks by the establishment
2. Status of grievance filled.

Thank you
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